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imNTENAUGE OP WAY AND STRUCTURES ON A
SINGLE TRACK WESTERN RAILROAD.
I. Purpose.
The railroads of this country have been charged, recently
with inefficient management. Vague statements about the losses
from this cause have been made without any specific instances be-
ing given to shov/ exactly where these losses have occurred or how
they might be prevented. It is the purpose of this thesis to point
out a definite instance in the department of maintenance of way and
structures of the railroads in that section of the country known in
railroad parlance as "west of the Missouri River", where ineffi-
ciency does exist, to give reasons for it, and to suggest a remedy.
No actual figures can be given to show what the amount of the loss
is, because no data are available from which this amount can be com-
puted. Particular cases will be given to illustrate exactly how
and v^here they occur, and the actual loss in each individual in-
stance may be computed; but the total of all such possible cases
could not be guessed at even roughly with any show of fairness.
It will be contended that the lack of the personal ele-
ment in supervision is the cause of inefficiency and a very consid-
erable loss. Direct results of this cause are, friction between
departments, failure to give proper consideration to the human
factor in construction and maintenance charges, and lack of correla-
tion of the forces making up the organization. No books on effi-
ciency have been consulted or theories borrowed from any one with
a single exception. The v.Titer has drawn on his experience
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covering a period of thirteen years in active railroad service,
five years as assistant engineer on construction and maintenance,
four years as division engineer^ and four years as assistant super-
intendent. The latter period was somewhat under the tutelage of
Major Charles D. Hine and his ideas have "been imhibed to a large
extent, though the opinions expressed are the conviction of exper-
ience and not borrowed theories. They somewhat exceed the actual
experiment of Major Hine in which the writer had a part.
II. Synopsis.
In the development of the theme a survey of the depart-
ment in all its activities must "be made. Hot alone the department,
"but the whole railroad organization must he studied, because the
influence of a part over the whole or the whole over a part is so
close that no conclusions may be drawn correctly which do not take
cognizance of these influences as they affect the final results.
The statement that good results in one department may be reflected
by exceedingly bad ones in another, hardly needs proof. The algebra-
ic sum of the results in each department must be studied in working
out any problem to prove the efficiency or inefficiency of a cer-
tain department. Consequently, it has been necessary to touch on
the influence of the remedy on other departments and to show how
the net results will be to the benefit of the whole organization.
In order to show how the development from one kind of organization
to another took place, a development forced by the growth of small
railroads into great systems, it is necessary to give a short
history of the growth of railroads from the conception of the first
company in 1826 to the present time.
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A proper understanding of the purposes of any organization
must be based necessarily on a knowledge of its duties. In a vague
way a general understanding of these duties is had, but even rail-
road men in other departments fail to comprehend fully the exacting
duties of the maintenance of way department and thus fail to corre-
late the efforts of the several departments. A detailed statement
of these duties will be made.
One of the chief causes of inefficient management in any
large organization is the inharmonious relations between its differ-
ent departments. Specific instances will be given to illustrate
more clearly how the departments most closely allied to the mainte-
nance of way can help it and be helped by it; and thus, how the
whole organization can be made more efficient.
Supervision is a more difficult problem to solve on a
railroad than in an organization where the forces are concentrated.
The maintenance forces are scattered more widely than any other
forces on the railroad, and the question of supervision resolves
itself into one of choosing the proper extent of territory that
can be "covered" by one man or group of men. A careful analysis
of this matter will be made and conclusions drawn as to the number
of miles which can be assigned to the different units.
A poor organization can get good results if its personnel
is of the highest order and understands the business. The best or-
ganization possible can not get even fair results if its personnel
is of a low order and has had no training for the duties each must
perform. One of the very serious problems of the maintenance
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department is to get properly trained and experienced men. Many-
foreigners, without any previous experience in railroad work, are
entering this department "because the railroads are unable to get a
higher class of men. The reasons for this and its results will be
discussed.
As the question of efficiency is the leading one in this
thesis, something must be said about the equipment of a modern
railroad.
The wide diversity of men, topography, climate and allow-
able expenditures on different parts of the same system often make
it a difficult problem to maintain standards. If efficiency in
handling labor and in purchasing supplies is to be attained, stand-
ards must be made and closely followed. This subject will be treat-
ed in a general manner.
No organization can be efficiently or honestly managed
without proper statistics. The Interstate Commerce Commission has
recognized this fact and has required certain accounts and reports
to be made in exactly the same manner and on exactly the same form
by all the roads in the country. Aside from these statistics, many
others must be kept by this department. However, the compilation
of statistics is often overdone. Moreover, it sometimes happens
that an injustice is committed, due to a study of reports without
a comparison with actual conditions as they exist. All of these
points will be touched upon where they influence the contention.
In the conclusion the contention and the remedy will be
set forth concisely in a few paragraphs.
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III. History.
Railroad construction in the United States "began in 1826
at Quincy, Massachusetts, when a railroad to tide water was com-
menced. By the year 1630, 565 miles had "been projected, 122 miles
were under construction and 23 miles were in operation. The rapid
growth of the industry is indicated in the following tahle giving
the mileage in ten year periods up to the present:
1830 23 miles
1840 2,816 "
1850 9,015 "
1860 30,600 "
1870 52,856 "
1880 93,526
1890 163,597 "
1900 192,556 "
1910 240,831
1914 244,418
In the early stages of railroad construction, lines were
built to supplement some other industry, such as in the case of
the Quincy Railroad which was built to haul granite from the quar-
ries for the Bunker-Eill Monument, or the Mauch Chunk Railroad , which
was built to haul coal from the mines at Mauch Chunk to the Lehigh
River. Even such roads as the Baltimore and Ohio and the Morris
and Essex, the latter the nucleus of the Delaware, Lackawanna and
Western, were projected as comparatively small lines to serve local
needs and as such were operated many years. It was not until the
late '60's v/hen, because of military necessity, the Union Pacific

and the Central Pacific were undertaken, that a really comprehensive
plan of railroad construction was evolved. The consequence was that,
up to this time , there were built a great number of small roads
which had no connection whereby freight or passengers could be ex-
changed. In making a trip from New York to Portland, Maine, it was
necessary for the traveler to change cars three or four times. The
trip from IJew York to Chicago was an arduous one. At such places as
Birmingham, Buffalo, Erie, Cleveland and Indianapolis, it was neces-
sary for the traveler, not only to change cars, but also to transfer
by bus clear across the city.
About 1870 certain capitalists saw the possibilities in
combining a continuous line of these small roads into one large sys-
tem and connecting them so that traffic could be carried through
without the delays and inconveniences then experienced. When such
connections were attempted across many of these cities, great op-
position was set up by the bus owners, restaurant and hotel keepers
and others v/ho had local interests which would be adversely affected
by the added convenience to travelers. The advantages of the longer
lines of communication, at first apparent to these pioneers in rail-
road combination, soon became clear to the general public as w^ell
,
so that greater and still greater combinations took place from that
±ime on until, in 1913, out of 240,239 miles of railroad, 204,047
were contained in 13 systems or groups, each controlled by one set
of interests. In one case 18,000 miles were under one operating
head and in fourteen other companies, under a single operating head,
there were comprised 5,000 to 10,000 miles. In most of the instances
where such great mileage exists, the conception of the original
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builders did not cover more than a small fraction of the ultimate
extent of the road. In fact, the great systems were largely made
up of a number of small detached railroads joined together legally,
financially and physically.
In the early history of railroad operation the president,
the general manager, or v/hatever the active operating head might be
called, personally supervised, not on^y transportation, but also
maintenance of track, maintenance of equipment, traffic and all
other functions as well. That is the most economical and efficient
manner of conducting the business of a railroad ever devised. V/hen
his railroad comprised at most a few hundred miles of track, the
manager knew each train and engine crew, each station agent and op-
erator, each motive power and equipment foreman^ and each section and
bridge foreman. The successful man co-ordinated all his forces,
supplemented the worK of each department by forces from some other
when necessary, and produced wonderful results by team vvork.
With prosperity to his line came additions of mileage
through absorption of weaker roads and extensions of main lines and
branches. Very soon the increasing mileage and density of traffic
made it physically impossible for him to "cover" all his territory.
This made necessary the appointment of a staff officer who would as-
sist him wherever the manager should direct. The few hundred miles
became a couple thousand almost before it was realized. Other staff
officers were required. The difficulty of co-ordinating their work
along general lines was overcome by assigning certain duties to each;
later each one was made responsible for certain activities, such as
the repairs to locomotives and cars, the oversight of transportation,
^

or the maintenance of track. Thus the departmental organization
came into being.
It naturally fell to the huilders of the railroad to main-
tain it and consequently, the chief engineer became the head of the
maintenance of way department. A general roadmaster was given him
to take active charge of track work. The general roadmaster could
not properly supervise the work on a couple thousand miles of track
and, therefore, district roadmasters were placed in charge of
stretches of tracit comprising districts of 5G to 200 miles. Under
the roadmasters were general foremen and section foremen who had
charge of the extra gangs and section gangs respectively.
Other departments were built up on correspondingly complex
plans. This led to high specialization in the personnel of the var-
ious departments. It also caused a distinct line of demarkation to
be drawn between departments from the highest official down to the
humblest subordinate. Over this line no employee or officer might
step to assist some other department without first getting authority
from the head of his own department. This made necessary a circuit-
ous route for any request for such assistance up through one depart-
ment and down through the other until it reached the employees con-
cerned. More frequently than otherwise the need for assistance had
passed before the proper authority could be secured to give it. Each
department was concerned in the results obtained by itself alone to
the complete exclusion of the achievement of any other department
and to the effect of that achievement on the general results of the
railroad as a whole. Each department chief was trying to make a
record for hin^elf . An attempt will be made to show that such an
organization is inefficient and expensive.

IV. The Duties of the Department.
The department of maintenance of way and structures is
charged with the upkeep of roadbed, track, bridges, culverts, depots,
freight houses, office buildings, shop plants, coal chutes, water
plants and other structures. The maintenance of the roadbed includes
the strengthening of shoulders of embankments, cleaning out drainage
ditches in cuts, riprapping embankments where natural channels tend
to erode them and sloping the face of cuts to prevent rock and earth
from slipping down into the ditches and on the track. The mainte-
nance of track includes the renewal of worn-out and rotted ties, the
replacement of frogs, switches and failed rails, surfacing, lining,
weed cutting, clearing away snow and ice, relaying rail in large
quantities and ballasting. Track forces must also keep the right
of way fences in repair, maintain street and road crossings, provide
permanent and temporary signals for the guidance and warning of em-
ployees and of the public and constantly patrol tracks to avoid
accidents to trains. Then there are the manifold small duties such
as taking care of switch lamps, cleaning up around yards and in-
dustry tracks, cleaning and sanding stock cars, loading and unloading
company material, transferring "bad order" cars, clearing weeds from
the right of way, riprapping mounds, whitewashing v/ing fences and
all rough structures, all small jobs in themselves but, taken all
together
,
consuming a very considerable amount of time
.
Bridges need attention at regular intervals; certain mem-
bers of trusses need adjustment, bolts must be tightened, rivets
replaced, track surfaced and lined over the structures, abutments
and bridge-seats cleaned and steel work repainted. Culverts must be
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overhauled more or less frequently, depending on the kind of construc-
tion. The hard usage of such public buildings as depots, freight
houses and office buildings, makes necessary heavy repairs frequently.
Floors must be relaid, broken windows replaced, heating plants over-
hauled, toilet facilities kept in order and in a sanitary condition,
and woodwork and walls frequently repainted. The heavy duty perform-
ed by shop plants, coaling and water stations and transfer platforms
requires the constant attention of repair gangs. The construction
of all temporary structures and many permanent ones and the repairs
to all structures are done by this department. The operation of
water stations, coal chutes, heating plants and charging plants for
block signals is a part of its duties.
In the case of wrecks, section men and extra gangs are
rushed to the scene to do the bulk of the heavy manual labor, trans-
ferring freight, picking up and rerailing wrecked equipment and re-
placing torn up track. During periods of high water they crib up
track where embankments have been washed away, fill in where the road
bed has become soft, clear channels of debris to j^revent jams at
bridges and culverts, patrol tracks constantly and frequently furnish
pilots to trains operating through districts where unsafe track has
resulted from these conditions. During snow blockades maintenance
forces shovel snow, coal engines which are unable to reach regular
coaling stations, bail water into engine tanks and j.erform many of
the functions ordinarily performed by other departments or devices
which have become paralyzed by the severity of the weather. Motk
trains handling snow plows and flangers are under the direction of
division engineers and roadmasters. Uo matter what the emergency,

maintenance forces are the main relismce of the railroad. An in-
stance is Imown wherein the Government called on a railroad company
for assistance in fighting a forest fire. Large track forces were
immediately dispatched to the scene to assist the forest rangers
despite the fact that the fire occurred many miles from the railroad
In another case a railroad company furnished from its maintenance
department officers, experienced labor, equipment ana material to
county commissioners to aid them in holding a dyke through which
flood waters threatened to break and inundate many acres of valuable
farm land.
Briefly this summarizes the v/ork of the department, but
no adequate conception of the multiplicity of the various tasks can
be given without going into greater detail as to costs and the num-
ber of men required than the limits of this discussion demand. Some
idea of the magnitude of the task under the supervision of the main-
tenance officials can be had when it is realized th-at nearly one-
quarter of the total labor charge against operating expenses goes
to the department of maintenance of way and structures and that a
considerable charge against other departments is for v/ork performed
by maintenance forces. In addition there is the charge against
additions and betterments and against capital account, a proportion
of whicVi at least as great as that against operating expense is
carried by this department.
V. Its Relations with other Departments.
The efficiency of an organization varies directly with
the harmony existing between its several departments. There are
two kinds of organization, the departmental and the divisional, one
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or the other being in effect on practically every railroad in America.
Both have their faults- The main fault with the divisional organiza-
tion as it exists is that it is not a distinct type but is merely a
modification of the departmental. The most serious fault with the
departmental is the discord which it tends to promote. The high
specialization of the integral parts is the direct cause; the lack
of harmony, the result. Men who specialize in transportation natur-
ally come to look on the transportation end of the business as the
only important function of a railroad^and fail to realize that to
get the best results in transportation, it is necessary that mainte-
nance of way and maintenance of equipment be given proper support.
Each department head becomes so fully absorbed in the details of his
own department that he can not get the broad, general view which will
enable him to plan his work in such a way that the highest good will
result to the organization as a whole. The chief executives are much
at fault for this attitude. They are constantly comparing results,
not only between departments, but also betvfeen their own and other
roads and calling attention to these comparisons, if they be adverse
to their subordinates, without making allowance for conditions which
are entirely beyond the control of these officials. Every department
is strenuously making an effort to show better results each month
and every man in the department is urged to do his utmost to accom-
plish this result. For this reason department heads will not permit
any subordinate to step beyond the confines of his own department,
even though it may result in good to the railroad as a whole, without
first getting proper autViority.
In what manner does this state of affairs promote inef-
ficiency? That question can be answered most easily by giving
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particular instances in which money might te saved Toy harmonious
relations. Except where heavy work is under way, the maintenance
forces are distributed in small groups over the entire property. On
the other hand, the mechanical forces are concentrated at a few
strategical points, with here and there a small outpost, for the
most part, keeping guard. It frequently happens that a car breaks
dov/n between terminals or becomes "bad order" in such a manner that
it can not be moved until emergency repairs have been made. The
mechanical forces may be fifty or one hundred miles from the station
where the car has been set out. It may require half a dozen men to
make the needed repairs; but one. or at most two, skilled workmen
could direct the job. The logical way to handle such a situation
is to send out the skilled men from the shops to airect the work and
to call on the maintenance forces, who are on the ground, for the
unskilled labor. Under the departmental organization it will be
necessary to get the authority from the head of the aepartment, or
one close to that head, before such action can be taken. If there
be any antagonism between these departments, seeming acquiescence
to comply with the request is nullified by the simple expedient of
starting an inquiry down the line to determine whether or not the
section men can be spared from their work, instead of issuing the
order for them to give their assistance. Even though the wires be
used a delay of several days may readily intervene before a reply
can be transmitted from the man on the ground up through the various
offices. Then the order, if perchance it be issued at all, to give
such assistance will be a day or two longer reaching the force which
is to do the work. Before starting the inquiry, the mechanical
J
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department knows that this delay will result; and if an emergency ex-
ists, which is most frequently the case, they will send out the
necessary force themselves to do the job. This means paying five or
six men, ten or twelve hours wages each, for doing a few hours work,
the greater part of the time being spent in traveling.
Under the departmental organization such a condition
as that above noted is most difficult to correct. The responsible
parties are too far from the scene of action to realize the absurd-
ity of the procedure ?/ith which their subordinates are forced to
comply. The increased charges against the equipment account are no
concern of the head of the maintenance of way department. The mech-
anical man must figure out a plan to save his department the need-
less expense by some other means than that of getting aid from the
section forces.
How might this matter be handled under the divisional
organization? A division should be a unit, complete in itself, to
the same degree that the system is complete. The superintendent
should have absolute authority over every employee whose duties are
confined to that division. He shoula be responsible for the results
obtained by the forces of every department which is in any way con-
nected with his division. In such a case as the above, the order
for the section men to assist in the emergency repairs to the car
would accompany the car men to the job. The superintendent, the
master mechanic, the division engineer, the trainmaster, the road-
master, should be all one family, meeting frequently on the line,
often holding conferences to decide on the best means of accomplish-
ing certain results, traveling together to various points where con-
flicting interests gave frequent cause for enmity under the rigorous
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departmental organization, discussing the facts where all the facts
can he ohtained first hand and ever working together for the good of
their division. The superintendent should insist on harmony of actior
between his subordinates; by personal contact with them and by per-
sonal supervision of their work he should be able to bring about com-
plete co-ordination of their efforts.
A number of instances will be given to show how this co-
ordination can be made to yield dividends. It frequently happens
during severe weather that a freight train is unable to "make its
terminal" within the sixteen hours allowed by the hours of service
law and is obliged to "tie up" at some intermediate station. To
"kill" the engine under such circumstances means expense in wages,
fuel, etc., and probable damage to the boiler. To keep the fireman
on duty until an engine watchman can be sent out from the terminal,
means an infraction of the law, and expense of wages paid the watch-
man for continuous time from the terminal until his return. By a
little careful figuring the train can usually be gotten to a water
station. Here the pumper, who is a maintenance employee, should be
placed in charge of the engine. He can do his pumping and watch the
engine at the same time, and a small bonus paid him for his extra
work will result in a considerable saving over the cost of the engine
watchman's services.
The assistance of the section men in handling especially
heavy or bulky freight in less than car load shipments often means
the saving of several hours overtime for an entire train crew. '.Thile
the time spent by the section men in the actual operation may have
been only a few minutes, it may have permitted the train to go
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forward to another meeting point with a superior train and thus in-
fluenced their movement during all the remaining portion of that
trip.
When the relations betv/een the transportation and the
maintenance of way men is not cordial, it frequently results in
serious delays to work trains which are a direct charge to the latte; ,
Y/ork trains must take their running orders from the dispatchers,
even though the actual work they are doing and the limits they work
within are controlled "by the maintenance officials. It is "but nat-
ural that the dispatchers should give first consideration to the
movement of regular traffic and that work orders should "be issued
in such a manner that there would "be the minimum of delay to regular
trains, with the consequent maximum delay to work trains. If the
superintendent, the trainmaster and the division engineer are work-
ing in close harmony, as they must under the unit plan, this expen-
sive procedure is quickly changed so that "by a little closer figur-
ing and a little more inconvenience on the part of the dispatching
force, a great saving is made in the matter of work train expense,
with slight additional expense to the transportation department,
thus making a net gain to the company.
There is an enormous waste in the manner of handling re-
pairs to tools.. The usual plan is to have all tools to be repaired
sent in to the store department, where they are rehandled, sent to
the general shops in large batches, repaired, sent "back to the store
and reissued to the maintenance men. Handled in this v/holesale
manner, it invaria"bly results that poor workmanship turns out a
defective lot of tools. To the mechanical department, such work
is of secondary importance and is to be done at such times as is
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convenient to itself and by such workmen as can not be used to the
best advantage on its own work. Such workmen are most frequently the
poorest in the employ of the department, v/hereas it requires a skill-
ed man to properly temper picks and chisels, to remodel hand-cars so
that they can be run with the minimum effort, to repair broken equip-
ment such as track drills and saws, rail-benders, etc. V/hen the tool;
come out again to the maintenance forces and complaint is made of
their poor condition, the investigation drags around through the
store department, to the mechanical department, back through the
store department, and finally is dropped because of the voluminous
correspondence which gets nowhere. Impersonality is at fault for
the needless expense here as elsewhere.
Under the unit plan the tools should pass directly to the
division master mechanic or his subordinates. A poor job will be the
cause of an immediate investigation by the master mechanic and the
division engineer jointly, possibly the superintendent taking a hand.
The responsibility is definitely placed. The expense is eradicated
quickly and effectively without the added cost of a mass of corres-
pondence, personality is the cause.
Instances might be multiplied at great length to show that
there is enormous waste taking place on the railroads seemingly the
most efficiently managed, because of discord between its various de-
partments. No definite figure can be quoted to even approximately
estimate this waste because there are no data obtainable from which
such figures can be compiled. But an intimate association with any
big system reveals the waste that exists where there is no personal
factor in the management.
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VI. Units.
The chief business of a railroad is to move traffic.
Maintenance is therefore a function of traffic. '.7hen traffic falls
off, maintenance expense to a large extent should be reduced pro-
portionately. It is true that a certain degree of stability must
be maintained in the track whether one train or tvv'enty roll over it
each twenty-four hours. However, the speed of the trains is a
bigger factor in the cost of maintenance than the number of cars and
with light business there can be slow speed. Consequently, the reg-
ulation of each should be under one head and the unit should be
small enough so that this head can personally supervise both. As
has been indicated, the manager of the small road of a few hundred
miles was able, not only to oversee the transportation end of his
road, but also the maintenance and in fact, to supervise every
function of the railroad. The question which presented itself to
the heads of the railroads grown big was how to get this personal
element into the regulation and co-ordination of all the functions
of a 10,000 mile system.
This solution has been advanced; tivide the system into
units which shall be complete little railroads in themselves. Place
in charge of each unit one man who shall be responsible for the re-
sults it achieves. Subordinate every officer and employee whose
duties are confined to the unit to its head. Give him charge, not
only of transportation, but also of maintenance of way, maintenance
of equipment, supplies, accounting, traffic, claims, construction,
in fact, give him authority over the unit corresponding to the
authority of the president over the system. Subordinating the
maintenance of way department to the head of the unit does not mean
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"belittling its importance as maintenance men seem to thinit, and as
men of other departments seem to think regarding their own depart-
ments. That feeling is simply due to an attitude of mind. Without
traffic there would be no railroad and without a railroad there
would he no departments. Such action is therefore merely acknowledg-
ing a condition which exists. Under such a system the organization
above the unit should be merely an elaboration of the general plan.
Depending on the size of the system, the units might be grouped ac-
cording to territory, topographical conditions, or through traffic
considerations for supervision and correlation.
The general officials, who under the departmental organiza-
tion were burdened with the details of the work, would now be free
to devote their energies to generalities in the way of policies,
standards, new devices, tools and equipment and to inspection. They
should study special problems which the details of maintenance work
make impossible for the line officials in charge of the unit. Hav-
ing fixed the units, little consideration need be given to the or-
ganization above, because adding several units would not affect the
work of the staff officers in a measurable degree. The important
detail is the size of the unit because, adding twenty per cent in
mileage to the unit means spreading out the energies of the line
officials over that much additional territory and thereby decreasing
the intensity of their efforts proportionately. Under this system
the fixing of the number of miles in a maintenance unit can not be
done by a consideration of the maintenance limitations and require-
ments alone , but it is determined by the broader consideration of
the requirements and limitations of the unit as a whole. Fortunately,
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it is found that the two prohlems would give identical results,
solved separately. For a single track railroad with the average
density of traffic such as i s found west of the Missouri River, four
hundred miles is a good standard. The percentage of main line to
branches, the preponderance of local to through traffic, topograph-
ical and weather conditi ons, and density of traffic are some of the
factors which make this quantity variable. Where branch line mile-
age is large compared to main line, a considerable less expenditure
per mile of track is permitted. Therefore, greater care and. closer
inspection are required to properly balance the expenditures. How-
ever, some addition to the standard may be made without decreasing
the efficiency of supervision.
Sufficient consideration is not given to the difference
between units with heavy local business and those with only through
business. In the latter case, there are few industry tracks and
the sidings are for the most part long passing tracks which must
be maintained with almost as great care as the main line itself.
The problem is one simply of handling business received at one end
of the road through to the other end in solid trains called "blocks'.'
Many western roads have their transportation problem thus simplified
The maintenance forces are seldom called away from their routine
wor^, and consequently they can accomplish much because the acces-
sories of a thickly settled country are almost entirely lacking.
Depots, lawns, frequent street and road crossings, numerous signals,
many miles of sidings to rot and rust out if not to wear out. these
and many other things are what eat into the allowances of a unit
with heavy local business. For these reasons, a unit lacjting local
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business may "be increased considerably above the standard, while a
unit v/ith heavy local business even though its through business is
light, should not be raised above the four hundred mile limit.
It is more apparent how topographical and weather condi-
tions may affect the mileage to be included in a unit. Heavy grades
call for shorter trains, more motive power, more train crews, more
section gangs, closer supervision. Severe weather has identically
the same result and the tv/o conditions are most often found acting
conjointly. Thus in mountainous country the four hundred mile
standard wrill prove too great. But on raoet roads a four hundred mile
unit can be supervised properly from every angle and at the same
time, the superintendent and his assistants can put into their wor^v
that personal element which is recjuired for the highest attainment
of any organization.
The subdivision of the unit into districts can proceed
along strictly maintenance requirements. The length of a road-
master's district will be governed by the same factors which fix
the length of the division, but with the addition of two very im-
portant items, the means of transportation afforded the roadmaster
and the social and economic conditions existing in the territory
which the district traverses. It is usual that a district com-
prises both main line and branches for the reason that it should be
consolidated as much as possible. To give a district branch line
only would result ordinarily, in the roadmaster having to traverse
much track with which he was not concerned. The speed of trains
as well as the weight of engines is less on branch lines than on
main lines and, therefore, the cost per mile for maintenance should
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be less. Defect of track is more frequently the cause of train ac-
cidents on branch lines than on raain lines, reflecting not only less
expenditure per mile of track on the former than on the latter, but
also less careful inspection. The fact that less money is allowed
for any piece of track makes imperative a more careful distribution
of the work on it and a more thorough inspection. Therefore, a dis-
trict should not be loaded up with mileage simply because a large
percentage of it is branch line.
A roadmaster, thoroughly familiar with his district, can
inspect main line trac^j: to a considerable extent from the rear end
of a train. When that district is com^josed of main line with long
passing traciis and few other sidings, the work is much simplified.
But where there are numerous industry and other traces, inspection
is a laborious and tedious job. In this cuse the roadmaster must
spend some time at each station frequently.
Sharp curvature and heavy grades j^re a coiastant worry to
a roadmaster. Where such conditions exi st^ unfavorable weather ex-
ists also. The hours of service law does not apply to roadmaster
s
and in such territory it frequently happens that a man is out for
days at a time with little chance to eat or sleep regularly. These
cases require very deliberate consideration when fixing the mileage
Density of traffic naturally demands large expenditures
for maintenance of way. Heavy rail, good ties and large section
forcefc will be needed to maintain standard track under heavy
trains. Close inspection is required on such a district but this
does not imply small mileage. Where other conditions are favorable
the mileage need not be reduced below the standard simply on ac-
count of density of traffic.
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As has been said, inspection can be made of main line
from the rear end of a train. Supervision must not be confused with
inspection. To supervise, a man must be with his forces frequently.
The amount of supervision a roadmaster can give his forces depends
on the number of sections he has to supervise and the means of trans-
portation afforded him. Where it is necessary for him to depend on
train service and that service consists of two or three trains a
day. little can be expected from a roadmaster in the way of aiper-
vision. To supervise, he should be free to come and go as he wills.
He can be made thus independent by the use of a motor car. This
question will be discussed under the heading, "Equipment and Tools".
There are a great many districts in the vast territory of
the Western country where social conditions make it impossible to
hold foremen for any length of time. Married men require some social
privileges for their families, but in many cases even schools and
churches are lacking, to say nothing of other social advantages.
Unmarried men are not dependable under such circumstances any more
than those with family ties. In other cases districts lie contig-
uous to industries which demand large numbers of unskilled laborers
for a short season and are vvllling to pay very big wages to get
them. The temptation to leave steady employment at fair wages for
big wages during a short period proves too great for the class of
men ordinarily found in such localities. These conditions make it
necessary for roadmasters to be constantly breaking in new men, and
supervision then demands almost daily presence with a large propor-
tion of their gangs. Under such circumstances, fifty miles is a
pretty long district during the busy season.
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On an average one hundred to one hundred and fifty miles
is about the amount which gives the "best results. Light service may
make it possible to increase the upper limit by a large percentage
and exceptional conditions may make the lower limit twice too great;
but in such cases special study of the district is necessary to
judge rightly.
Districts must be divided into small working units called
sections, ruled over by foremen. The actual work of maintenance of
track is done by a gang of laborers working under these foremen.
The number of miles of track comprising a section must be governed
largely by local conditions. Topographical and weather conditions
are a large factor. The other features enumerated above for determ-
ining the length of districts enter into the problem also. For
instance, on a road where local business is heavy there are many
distractions to section work. A section foreman can get over a
great deal of track thoroughly if he can follow a fixed program day
after day. But if he is called in from his regular work frequently
to assist in handling freight, or to unload a car of coal or grain
doors, or to sand stock cars, or to help load stock, or to sweep
platforms, or to mow lawns, or to remove ice from refrigerator cars,
or to clean box cars, or to transfer freight, or to load cinders,
in fact to do the numberless small jobs expected of a section gang,
then the length of the section should be reduced so that the fore-
man can dodge in and out between jobs and continue a sort of pro-
gram of regular track wori?.
Where traffic is above the average of density a section
gang must spend practically a3.1 its time on the trac^i. In such
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cases it is better to divide the territory up into road and yard
sections wherever the importance of a yard admits of the expense of
a section gang's full time. Mileage in the case of yard sections is,
of course, no criterion to go hy. Track work, is probably the small-
er feature of the expense of such sections.
Social and economic conditions should have more consider-
ation than they do in laying out a section. At lonely stations
where no social life is available it is difficult to hold men. Grant-
ed that a foreman is secured who will stick, the chances are against
him that he will have the same gang two pay-days in succession. The
gang will be changing constantly in personnel. That means greatly
added responsibility for the foreman and a very great reduction in
the efficiency of the gang. If section laborers can be kept con-
tented socially and if they can lay b^/ from their earnings a small
percentage after purchasing food and clothing, one of the hardest
problems in promoting efficiency in a section gang has been solved.
Too frequently, the laborers are systematically "bled" by the labor
agent, not only for the fee which they pay for the job, but also
for supplies to replenish their stock from his store. Lack of funds
necessitates purchasing where their credit is good and the railroads
protect the labor agent by making deductions on the pay-roll in his
favor, while they will not do this for merchants in general. This
means that the laborers pay an exorbitant price for the necessities
of life, Little is left them after settling their accounts with the
labor agent. Where such conditions prevail, a section should be
reduced ten to twenty-five pOx" cent below the standard length because
the foreman is without men several days each month and must spend
several more days breaking in a new gang.
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The supervisor of signals and the supervisor of bridges
and buildings usually have the whole division for their territory.
Signal maintainors have sections almost entirely controlled by topo-
graphical conditions, because that is the feature which controls the
number of signals. To carry the unit idea out completely, the signal
maintainers should be under the supervision of the section foreman,
the latter being in control of all the maintenance work on the sec-
tion. By this means an extra man can be saved, for the maintainer
can do the trackwalker's work and his own at the same time. Bridge
and building gangs ordinarily have special jobs assigned them aay-
where on the division.
In this discussion most of the points made are by no means
new, though on the whole advanced ground has been taken over any-
thing that has been tried out practically, as far as is known. The
unit idea has been growing for some years, in fact as has been in-
dicated, was the original plan in railroad management. The railroads
wandered far away from it in the years of rapid expansion ^but matur-
er consideration is gradually bringing them bact. The most advanced
plan for managenBnt under the unit system has seemingly failed, but
the failure was due to the original opposition to an idea so far in
advance of established practice and not to the breaking down of the
plan itself. The growth from one system to another must come slowly
just as all growth which is substantial must come slowly.
VII. Personnel.
No discussion of the personnel above the officers of the
division will be made. There will be, of course, a chief executive,
who will be the engineer of maintenance of way, the chief engineer.
I
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or possibly, even a vice-president. Then there will be the bridge
engineer, the signal engineer, the force working on standards and
special designs; hut all of these will constitute staff officers,
who act in an advisory capacity to the president or the active head
of the organization.
The line officers are the division officials. The head
of the maintenance of way on the unit is the division engineer. He
should be a technically trained man v/ith wide experience in con-
struction work as well as maintenance. He must have executive abili-j
ty. He must have the vision to see the ultimate end of a wide pol-
icy extending over a period of years. He must be diplomatic in
handling inter-department problems. He must be loyal to the divisior
above his loyalty to the department. He must know trac/i, bridge
and building work, drainage, sanitation, water supply, blocji sig-
nalling and train operation. He should have a good knowledge of
accounting and he should know something about economics and sociol-
ogy. He must have a sympathetic understanding of labor conditions
and he must cherish no animosities toward foreigners, because
foreigners will make up the bulk of his working force. He must be
broad minded and impartial, yet withal, firm in his dealings with
his subordinates. He must be a good mixer for his position v/ill
make it necessary to meet with many kinds and conditions of men. He
must be a man of high character to deal justly with his company, witl
the public and with the forces under his control.
The principal assistants of the division engineer will be
his signal supervisor, roadmasters and supervisor of bridges and
buildings. The first requisite for these positions is a strong

physique. a11 of these men should be technically trained, though
custom has not required a technical education of roadmasters. iTrom
their ranks should come the di-vision engineers, and if the foundation
for that position is not laid "before they enter on the duties of
these positions, little opportunity will he had to prepare for the
greater responsibilities which should fall on their shoulders in the
years to come. They deal more closely with labor than their super-
iors and they must have broad sympathy for, as well as complete con-
trol of, the forces under them. They must be resourceful, energetic,
vigilant and thoroughly grounded in the details of their particular
line of work. So many opportunities are open for graft, that they
must be men of high character and strong will to resist the tempta-
tions.
Reporting directly to the roadmasters and supervisors are
the section and extra gang foremen, the signal maintainers, the
foremen of bridge, building and water service gangs, the pumpers, etc.
Too much caxL not be said of the faithfulness of these men under the.
most dangerous and trying circumstances. These too, must be men of
character, of stability. And as for skill, it requires no little
ability to construct an intricate yard lead, to put up a main line
curve which holds through fair weather and foul, or even to put in
a single switch. It is only necessary to consider the force of a
two-thousand ton train gliding uown a steep mountain grade, swing-
ing around sharp curves and surging under the applied brakes to
realize hov/ great must be the skill of the man who builds and
maintains the light fabric, called trac^, which resists such a
force
.

And then the men who make up the hulk of the army of work-
ers in maintenance of way and structures, the bridge men, the con-
crete workers, the carpenters, the painters, the water service men
and the trackmen. It is a shifting army, these workers, enlisting,
resigning, re-enlisting, frequently several times in the same year.
Married men seldom stick long because they are kept away from home
so much of the time. The bulk of the men in all except the track
forces are Americans, born or naturalized, and largely young men.
They live in outfit cars and are shifted from place to place as the
work demands.
The tracionen are largely foreigners, Italians, Austrians,
Servians, Bulgarians, Rumanians, Hungarians, Greeks, Mexicans and
Japanese. The section men are provided with bunk houses where they
eat, sleep and spend their leisure hours; the extra gangs live in
outfit cars. The bunk houses are usually just what the name implies
They frequently have a lean-to where the men do their cooking, but
the house itself is hardly large enough to accommodate bunks for
eight to twelve men, a table and some rude benches. The interior
is unfinished and the furnishings the roughest, bunks made of roi^h
lumber, table and benches made of pine, finished on ade. All
their leisure time when the weather will not permit being out of
doors, these men have to spend in such surroundings, unless they
happen to be in a town where there are some public buildirgs open
to them, such as saloons and billiard halls. Sanitary conditions
are bad. Life in the open could hardly have more discomforts. And
the railroad officials are wondering whj they must keep a steady
stream of laborers going to the sections during the busy season in
order to keep them filled up. In the outfit cars, conditions are
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worse iDecause these cars are the oldest box cars on the road, con-
demned for hauling coal or 8.ny other freight. It is true that, as
bunk cars, they are seldom overloaded, but they are handled in long
freight trains mixed up with the strongest, heaviest type of new
cars. The wonder is, not that the men shift so much, but that they
come at all. In fact, they do not come when times are good and other
work plentiful. It is the new batches of foreigners who come to this
country for the first time^that the railroads most frec^uently get,
raw recruits, who never saw a railroad before. Those from Southern
Europe are awkward, slow-witted fellows, with the exception of the
Italians, and consequently accidents are frequent. In a great many
cases some relative or townsman gets a large group from his district
in the old country to come to a certain railroad. He acts as inter-
preter and probably gets a bonus from them. Sometimes the railroad
pays the interpreter an extra wage for his services. Invariably he
is a trouble maker. He wants to control the men instead of leaving
that to the foreman and frequently he tries to graft. It ends by
the whole gang going on a strike for they must depend on him and they
do as he waats. In the winter the extra gangs are laid off and the
section gangs reduced to one to three men. The wages or the hours
are also reduced.
Eventually some of these conditions must be made better or
there will be no men who will v^ork on the sections. Young Americans
seldom work on track long enough to learn the trade. Consequently,
the railroads are coming to depend more and more on foreigners, not
only for laborers, but also for foremen. It must be admitted that
Mexican, Japanese, Italian and Greek foremen are able to put up as
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fine a piece of tracjs as Americans and at no greater cost per mile.
But it is a serious fact to contemplate that such an important
"branch of one of our largest industries will soon be entirely in the
hands of unnaturalized foreigners. The Japanese can not become nat-
uralized and most of the others do not seem to want to.
The wages paid section foremen, together with other emol-
uments which they receive, such as houses free of rent, fuel, trans-
portation, etc. , makes the job a desirable one from an economic
standpoint. If the railroads v/ere more considerate of the section
laborers during times of slack business, if they put a premium on
length of service, if they gave more thought and attention to their
comfort, health and freedom from accident and if they would make theii
surroundings more pleasant so that the men could be kept contented,
more Americans and a better class of foreigners would follow the
calling long enough to qualify as foremen. One can not help wonder-
ing what the effect on this important industry would be in time of
war if all the trackmen were foreigners.
Credit must be given the railroads for their admirable
hospital systems, almost universal now, for pensions to old employees
and fair the "safety first" movement. Much remains to be done yet for
the section men if the railroads expect to draw their proportion of
the best labor for this branch of the industry.
VIII. E(iuipment and Tools.
An efficient organization of high class workmen can not
accomplish the best results with poor equipment and tools. The
first consideration should be the means of transportation for of-
ficers and men. The officers should have such freedom of movement
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that they can inspect long stretches of track each day and supervise
closely the scattered groups making up their working force. It will
he impossible for them to do this on the average '.Testern road if
they must depend on train service. Each official whose duties re-
quire him to be on the road inspecting and supervising the greater
part of his time, as is the case with division engineers and road-
masters, should be provided with a light motor car on v/hich he can
cover fifty to one hundred miles a day, stopping v/henever and wher-
ever he desires. It may be necessary to furnish him a man to oper-
ate the car so that his attention may not be distracted from his
work, but the expense of the car and tua extra man is many times re-
paid in the increased efficiency of the officer. Hie inspection and
supervision can easily be increased fifty per cent by this means.
Each repair and section gang should be provided with a
motor car large enough to carry their full force with what tools are
necessary and, in addition, to haul a push car loaded with material.
The only exception to this rule would be where grades and curvature,
or density of traffic make the danger of accidents from trains too
great. The efficiency of the gang under the most ordinary condi-
tions can be increased twenty-five to fifty per cent. As an illus-
tration, suppose a section gang has an eight mile section and that
their headquarters are two miles from one end, six miles from the
other. The maximum distance they will have to travel to work is
six miles. If the wind or grade is against them and they are de-
pending on a hand car for transportation, they will have to walk to
or from work. If it is to work, they will do well to average two
miles per hour, pushing the car loaded with tools. They will arrive
at the point where their worK for the lay is to be, sonev/hat tired
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and out of breath. They will slow up in their work all day on ac-
count of the extra exertion just at the "beginning. If they must walk
from work, they will start about three hours before quitting time,
taking an easy gait and doing unimportant and often unnecessary jobs
along the way. With a motor car, vv'ind or grade has no effect on
their work. In fifteen minutes they can be at the farthest point on
their section, fresh and ready to dig in. In an emergency they can
go from one end to the other of their section in a short space of
time. The foreman can take one man and daily inspect his whole
section instead of leaving it to one of the laborers in the capacity
of a trackwalker.
The mileage which one foreman can handle properly is in-
creased by just the am:ount which the efficiency of his gang is in-
creased by the use of a motor car over a hand car. On branch lines
foremen handle sections which would be absolutely prohibitive because
of distance if they had to depend on hand cars.
Bridge, building and other gangs doing repair work can ac-
complish easily double the work with a motor car that could be done
with a hand car. They can travel long distances from their outfit
cars instead of being obliged to move those cars frequently by train
service, thus saving a great deal in car movement. Much time is
also saved in being able to handle heavy material such as lumber,
bridge timbers, cement, etc., long distances on push cars hauled by
the motor cars instead of having men walk and push the cars.
The next consideration should be tools for trackmen. It
seems to be second nature for a good section foreman to lay in a
large stock of new tools and to keep an extra supply on hand all the
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time. He has the extra supply cached away in order to avoid the ap-
pearance of "being extravagant in ordering tools. The supply depart-
ment is often at fault for this attitude of mind in the foreman. He
has experienced the delay in getting badly needed tools so often that
he has come to look ahead far enough to forestall that difficulty.
It is not always the supply department which is to hlame. Tools are
shipped to a particular section in less than car load lots. Some
employee sees the shipment enroute, either at a transfer point or at
a way station where the car is ^Deing worked. He thinks he needs this
particular article for the use of his own men, trainmen, shopmen, or
other trackmen. He appropriates the shipment then and there. When
it does not arrive at the section where it was destined in due time,
the foreman reports it lost and orders another, vathout making a
careful investigation to see what has become of the lost articles,
the duplicate order is filled and both charged to the section which
ordered them. In this manner a great extravagance in the use of
tools has become chronic. Many remedies suggest themselves. The
store department should not be permitted to make the charge without
the receipt of the foreman. In this case they would be responsible
for the lost articles until found. That department would immediate-
ly put in a claim against the transportation department for the loss
in transit and thus the shifting of responsibility would go on. A
better system has been devised which not only prevents this loss but
also enables the officials to keep a very careful check on the
number of tools each foreman draws and has on hand. The supply de-
partment runs a supply train monthly, carrying tools and supplies
such as oil, spikes, bolts, angle bars, a few frogs and switches,
etc. The supplies are in charge of a store department employee
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who issues them on approved requisitions. The roadmaster ^ould ac-
company the train to check up the material each foreman has on hand
and to see that he has not been too generous in his approval of any
requisition. In this manner supplies are definitely delivered to
the party for whom they v;ere intended at regular intervals, thus do-
ing away with the necessity of a foreman carrying an extra supply on
hand. This plan has been the in) ans of releasing a great deal of
money tied up in unused tools and supplies.
The question of specific tools is one which must be care-
fully studied out for each district, sometimes for each section. The
practice of allowing foremen, or even officials, to order special
tools indiscriminately is gross extravagance. Ideas as to the need
of certain newly devised tools differ greatly and the policy should
be to try out any such tool, which seems to be a labor saver, on
several sections where exceptionally capable foremen can report in-
telligently on its utility, .-i committee of officials should then
vote on the question of its adoption and the result of the vote shoul
.
determine whether or not it may be ordered by any foreman.
After the busy season is over and the forces have been re-
duced, it is the practice of some companies to require foremen to
ship to the store department all surplus tools. This is a needless
expense as the tools are carried in surplus by the store department
until called for again. To the expense of handling and re-handling,
shipment and re-shipment, mu£-t be added the cost of accounting for
them in the several transactions. The expense is not justified by
any saving whatever.
The question of other equipment than that above mentioned
is a purely local one. Almost every district should have a
I
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locomotive crane or a ditcher, modeled on the plan of a small steam
shovel, or toth. These machines are great labor savers and they can
do work that is impossible for men. The need of steam shovels with
their accessories of unloader, plov/s, bank and gravel spreaders and
flangers, is again a question to be decided in each individual case.
^Hiere heavy vrork is under v/ay, such as bank-widening, ballasting,
etc., they are essential for the economical prosecution of it. These
machines, together with snow plows and flangers, should be assigned
to a division go that the division officials can figure intelligent-
ly on any work that is to be done requiring the use of such machines.
A wise policy of investigating nev/ly devised tools and
equipment and adopting such as are found to save in labor costs, a
|
careful distribution of and accounting for all tools and supplies and
foresight in keeping needed tools and supplies in sufficient quanti -
ties with the working forces v?ill result in saving many dollars in
maintenance charges.
IX. Standards.
It is hardly to be supposed that any organization so large
and complex as a great railroad company would attempt to operate
without having methods and materials standardized. However, casual
inspection of certain western roads makes it exceedingly difficult
to believe that they have any standards whatever. The term, as used,
is well defined as: "That v/hich is established as a rule, or model,
by authority".
It is well to keep in mind in this connection that a stand-
ard once made, is not immutable. On many of the most efficiently man-
aged roads certain standards change frequently. Wherever an improve-
ment can be made, whenever a better article is produced, the standard
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is changed. But on the roads first mentioned, it is very evident
that, if standards have been established by authority, no one is
giving any heed to the compliance with the established rules. The
casual observer can judge by the cxppearance of the roadbed, of the
right of way, of the buildings, those things over which the mainte-
nance department has control, more quickly than in any other way
whether or not a road is keeping close to its standards. And it is
the little things that give weight to his decision, the condition of
the waiting rooms and toilets, the paint on the depots, the appear-
ance of the lawns and grounds. A railroad with fairly well surfaced
tracii, with ballast neatly dressed, shoulders and toe lines straight
and clean-cut, wing fences and mounds whitewashed and right of way
cleared of weeds, seems even to the experienced traveler to ride
smoother than one with just as good tracii, but a sloppy appearance
of these little things. The psychological effect does not end with
the traveler. Its influence is seen on every employee. The men be-
come neater and more careful in their v/ork so that the extra time
spent in doing these things is conserved by the actual saving of
time and material. Where appearances are neglected, foremen and
laborers become wasteful in the use of tools and materials; a bent
spike, a broken shovel, or a misfit angle bar, is tossed into the
weeds as the easiest and quickest place to get rid of it. Time
is as carelessly disposed of.
The general officials put in much valuable time woming
up proper standards; and the officials of the units, the line of-
ficers, should put in a proportionately large amount of time in
seeing that these standards are followed. Instead, it very often
happens that section foremen are permitted to do about as they see
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fit in regard to the&e standards. The foremen are not tc "blame.
They dress track as they were taught to do it on the last road for
which they worked, or they do not dress it at all. They scatter
emergency rail hit and miss wherever it happens to "be tte least work
to put it. They know that there are certain tools in their tool
houses, but when wanted those tools can not he found because of the
litter. They know that at stated intervals scrap material airL tools
should he picked up and shipped to the store department. But some
other work alvv^ays intervenes at that time; and as a result, their
sections are littered from one end to the other with broken rails,
drawbars, car doors, oil cans, worn-out spikes and bolts and all
the accumulation of a railroad.
The first impulse is to lay the blame for these conditions
on the section foremen. But maturer consideration would place the
blame higher up. The responsibility can be shifted from one official
to another until it is impossible to absolutely fix it. The blame
should rest on the system rather than the individual. It is again a
case of impersonality; what is everybody's business, is nobody's
business. If the superintendent were entirely responsible for the
conditions on his division, he would see to it that his transporta-
tion department did not fail to furnish the maintenance department
the train service necessary to enable them to clean up all scrap at
the proper time. And any laxity on the part of the trackmen would
be c[uickly corrected.
V/hen inspection is made frequently and supervision is a
reality, a foreman is very soon taught v/hat the standards are and
how they are to be maintained. It requires constant attention to
n
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the small infractions in order to iieep strictly to the rules for
there are so many urgent duties demanding a foreman's attention that
the best of them will get into careless ways about appearances un-
less line officials are on the alert to criticise these infractions.
In checking up standard methods of doing work and standard ways of
handling material, line officials in all departments should act in
common. That is to say, each official should be on the alert to
check, not only his own department, but also all other departments
as well, reporting infractions to the proper unit official, or even
calling the matter to the attention of the delinquent at the time.
This can be done with splendid effect if close harmony exists be-
tween officials of th^e unit and if the right spirit is displayed
in criticising the men of another department. The infraction, fre-
quently caused through ignorance, is quickly corrected with good
results and without a display of ill-feeling. As conditions now
exist, any criticism made by the trainmaster of a section foreman,
or by the roadmaster of a conductor, immediately resolves itself
into a personal c^uarrel between the two officials.
V/hen a road has carefully worked out standards and has
adhered to them through a long period, the efficiency of the main-
tenance department is greatly enhanced because the men jmow exactly
how to use tools and material , understand their adaptability and
limitations and consequently, waste no time or material in laying
out and completing any work given them to do.
X. Accounts and Statistics.
Each unit, or division, should have its own accountants
so that its expenditures, if not its revenues, can be known to the
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division officers at any time. Economy can not "be enforced unless
those charged .vith expenditures know Vvhat they are and where they go.
The numerous reports required by the Interstate Commerce Commission
should be made up in the division offices as nearly as possible so
that the officers vvho are largely responsible for the conditions
shown by these reports will be familiar with the requirements and
more careful to keep the reports free from any infractions of the
law.
Other reports and accounts than these are necessary if
the influence of Vc3,rying conditions throughout the years are to be
studied intelligently with the idea of avoiding past mistakes. For
instance, a report of the tie renewals on each district and each
section should be made and the average per mile for a period of
years determined. Such a report is invaluable in making up tie es-
timates and it is a basis on which to judge whether or not rigid
economy is being observed in their use. Tie records to show the
comparison of the average life between different kinds of wood,
different kinds of treatment and different localities where grown
should also be kept.
The cost of maintaining track on each district as well as
on each division should be available. It permits each roadmaster to
judge of his efficiency and is a stimulus to economical management.
The total cost of all addition and betterment jobs is required by
law but the division engineer should have this cost data made up
weekly, or even daily on very important jobs. Eo man can handle
work economically if he is v/orking in the dark, and that is what
it amounts to if he does not have cost statements right up to date
before him constantly. The roads which are run the most economically
I
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have their expenditures controlled hy a budget. This necessitates
a complete report of all expenditures and charges each month with a
preliminary report once in two weeks.
Aside from these reports there are numerous local reports
which each division requires, some made regularly, some for short
periods of time for special purposes. It frequently happens that
the one who ordered a sjfc cial report to he made forgets to cancel
the order after sufficient data has been secured to suit his pur-
pose. Such reports are received, filed away and no one ever looks
at them or makes any use of them whatever. Year after year they
consume the time of the man v;ho makes them up, the clerk who files
them and the mail department which delivers them. It is surprising
how many such useless reports creep into the records of large cor-
porations each year. If reports are not checked up frequently and
those which are useless cancelled, a very large and unpardonable
waste in the time of those who handle them, the material of which
they are made and the space they occupy, results.
Statistics are often misleading. A report in an office
a thousand miles away from the locality where it was made looks very
different from that same report on the ground where the conditions
exist. Therefore, care should be exercised in permitting minor
officials and clerks from acting on such reports too hastily without
first having the reports analyzed by one competent to render good
judgment. Statistics and accounts are absolutely necessary and
extremely useful in competent hands, but very dangerous in the hands
of those who can see only the half truths which they present.
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XI. Conclusions.
Railroad men have stated frankly many times the cause of
inefficient management , while at the same time denying that inef-
ficiency exists. "The art of shifting the responsibility for un-
favorable results" is in substance, the way in which they have put
it. That is the primary cause of inefficiency in any organization.
If an organization can be built up in such a way that the responsi-
bility for every act and condition can be definitely placed at every
|
and any time
,
good results are bound to follow. A man unfitted for
any position is soon recognized and replaced. In the departmental
organization authority is divided between so many departments and
so many men, that it is impossible to definitely hold anyone for
unfavorable results. It is therefore necessary to combine all author
ity under one man, make him responsible for results in a unit small
enough so that he can personally supervise all operations; make
every department and every man under him accountable to the head of
the unit. Then the red tape, the delay and the circumscribing of
every act which will not bear close scrutiny, wiDl be done away
with. Definite and quick action can be gotten and efficiency will
result
.
The field operations of the maintenance of way department
should be under the control of the division superintendent. This
official should have absolute authority over every department on the
division.
The mileage of the division, its districts and sections,
should be figured out on a basis of the maximum supervision by the
official in charge, instead of the minimum cost of supervision. It
is unjust to the man and very expensive for the company to hold an

official responsible for conditions which he can not personally and
deliberately supervise.
All forces under the command of each official should be
so correlated that duplication and waste energy will be eradicated.
In so large an organization with such diversified efforts, there is
bound to be some duplication and if watchfulness on the part of each
official and foreman is not directed toward prevention, it becomes
a source of almost unbelievable waste. Highly trained men will be
found doing work v/hich common labor can do as efficiently and at
less than one -half the expense.
Unless harmony is made very real and sincere throughout
the whole organization, dej^artments and individuals seem to drift
toward cross purposes as naturally as debris floats with the current.
The existence of a department, the continued advancement, and even
employment, of an individual must rest on the ability of the depart-
ment and the individual to direct their lines of action with the
least possible angle of friction with the general resultant.
Every official should be an inspector of every other de-
partment in the unit, as well as his own. This procedure is not
inconsistent with harmonious action if undertaken in the right
spirit, as has been actually demonstrated.
Proper tools, in proper conditions and properly handled,
are a large part of the requisites for efficiency of any large body
of laborers. The extensive and continuous v/ork of maintenance re-
quires modern tools and modern equipment. Care must be exercised,
however, in order that no excess of equipment or tools is permitted,
neither should newly devised tools be purchased in quantity without
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first having been thoroughly tested.
In selecting officials, as much weight should be given
to fitness of character and humanitarian instincts as to technical
iaiowledge and experience. Laborers of all classes should be better
housed, more carefully protected from accidents and unsanitary
conditions which promote disease ana given an opportunity to im-
prove their social, economic and ethical conditions.
Standards are essential to economy in the prosecution
of extensive wear k and the purchase of tools and material in connec-
tion therewith. Great care should be tauten in determining the best
standards, but once established, they should be rigorously followed
except when proper aiithority to deviate from them is secured.
Statistics are essential and accounts absolutely neces-
sary for the economical handling of the maintenance of way depart-
ment and officials should have access to such as are concerned with
the particular part of the work for which they are responsible.
The vsummation of the whole matter may be stated thus
tersely; a man for the job and the job for a man.



